UC Berkeley
Each course has an RSS feed so you can track each new lecture. For printable
assignments and notes you can check the professor’s homepage, which is
usually given in the first lecture or Google his name. Even though the notes,
homework and tests are not directly printed in the Berkeley website, as they are
in MIT and other courseware sites, it's not a problem to find them.
Visit: Berkeley Webcasts
Visit: Berkeley RSS Feeds
Visit: UC Berkeley on Google Video

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology is ranked 7th nationally in the United
States. Many of the courses do not have video lectures. Instead, they have notes
in PDF format along with tests and homework.
Visit: MIT OpenCourseware Course Listings
Visit: MIT OpenCourseware Online Textbooks
Visit: MIT Courses With Video Lectures
Visit: MITWorld Public Videos
Visit: MIT Pocast: ZigZag

Carnegie Mellon is a private research university ranked equal with Berkeley.
Though registration is not required they have a registered user mode that allows
you to keep track of your scores and progress. Currently 11 courses are offered.
The courses are basically e-books in a frame-based easy to use navigation
system with an occasional powerful interactive Java Applet for practice and
testing.
Visit: Carnegie Mellon OLI

Utah State has a very familiar structure as MIT OCW with large available course listing.
Visit: Utah State Course

Tufts University in Massachusetts has a very familiar structure as MIT OCW with
large available course listing.
Visit: Utah State Course Listings

Notre Dame OCW is a free and open educational resource for faculty, students, and selflearners throughout the world.
We hope you find Notre Dame OCW valuable, whether you're a student looking for some
extra help, a faculty member trying to prepare a new course, or just interested in learning
more about a topic that interests you.
Notre Dame OCW does not grant credits or degrees, and does not provide access to
faculty. What Notre Dame OCW does give you is open access to the materials used in a
variety of courses.

The University of Southern Queensland’s Open Course Ware (USQ OCW) provides
access to free and open educational resources for faculty members, students, and selflearners throughout the world. USQ OCW does not grant credits or degrees, and does not
provide access to faculty members.
USQ is initially offering sample courses from each of the five faculties and also courses
from its Tertiary Preparation Program. We hope the content will be a valuable resource
for learners and educators.
Visit: http://ocw.usq.edu.au/

